Abstract: Drought is increasingly impairing the vitality of European beech (*Fagus sylvatica* L.) in several regions of its distribution range. In times of climate change, adaptive traits such as plant phenology and frost tolerance are also becoming more important. Adaptive patterns of European beech seem to be complex, as contrasting results regarding the relative effect of phenotypic plasticity and genetic variation in trait variation have been reported. Here, we used a large translocation experiment comprising more than 15,500 seedlings in three regions of Germany to investigate local adaptation and phenotypic plasticity in beech. We found low population differentiation regarding plant survival, and plant height increment, but high phenotypic plasticity for these traits. Survival showed a positive correlation with temperature variables and a less pronounced and negative correlation with precipitation-related variables. This suggests a predominant effect of temperature and growing degree days on the survival of beech seedlings under moderate drought stress. The high phenotypic plasticity may help beech to cope with changing environmental conditions, albeit increasing drought stress may make adaptive changes necessary in the long term.
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1. Introduction

The earth’s surface temperature has increased since the industrial revolution and a further temperature increase is predicted [1]. Changing climatic conditions have different effects on forests and can affect the duration of the vegetation period, productivity and vitality of trees [2,3]. For the prediction of species ranges under rapidly changing climatic conditions, knowledge of tolerance and adaptive capacity of populations is needed [4].

European beech (*Fagus sylvatica* L.) is one of the most important deciduous forest tree species in Central Europe. Due to climate change, growth reduction in this species has already been detected even in the center of its distribution range [5]. Since fall 2018, an increasing dieback of beech (mainly older trees) has been observed in some parts of Germany [6]. Drought stress seems to be an important factor negatively affecting European beech. For instance, Gennaretti et al. [7] recently showed that drought has a larger impact on beech productivity compared to heat stress. In general, beech is considered to be more drought sensitive than other tree species such as *Acer pseudoplatanus* L., *A. platanoides* L., *Quercus petraea* (Matt.) Liebl. or *Tilia cordata* Mill [8–10]. Nevertheless, other traits such as plant phenology or frost resistance are also considered as relevant traits for climate change-related adaptation in trees including beech [11–13].
Trees are usually adapted to their local environments [14,15]. For European beech, however, contrasting results regarding its local adaptation were reported. For instance, higher frost tolerance of European beech from colder climates was found compared to populations from warmer climates [16]. In another study, Hofmann et al. [17] did not find a relationship between frost tolerance and climatic conditions of the populations. Both studies investigated populations from a wide range of the distribution area. Similar results were found for drought tolerance. While some studies found indications for drought adaptation in beech when investigating populations from a wide range of the distribution area, but also on a regional scale in Germany [18–21], other studies did not find such a relationship for populations in Germany [22–24]. Possible explanations for these differences may be the use of different traits or study designs to investigate frost or drought stress tolerance or, potentially, an overriding effect of phenotypic plasticity, but this remains open.

Besides local adaptation, phenotypic plasticity may also play a major role in climate change-related adaptation. Phenotypic plasticity may allow populations to cope with changing environmental conditions until adaptive genetic variation is restored [25–27]. Further, phenotypic plasticity needs to be considered when making predictions about the future performance of populations [28]. Only when phenotypic plasticity is similar among populations (i.e., population–environment interactions are missing), predictions about their performance under future environmental conditions based on trait differences among populations in one or few environments are reliable [28]. Based on a meta-analysis, Matesanz and Ramírez-Valiente [28] found that population–environment interactions were significant for at least one functional trait in the vast majority of studies investigating plant species including trees. Nevertheless, the authors also found that population–environment interactions are often not calculated in studies. For European beech, high phenotypic plasticity was reported for traits such as embolism resistance [29], bud burst timing [30,31] or response to water stress [32]. A recent study suggested that phenotypic plasticity seems to play an even more important role for European beech compared to local adaptation in response to climate change [33].

Taken together, there are still many open questions regarding patterns of adaptation in European beech. Common garden experiments are powerful approaches to investigate adaptation and phenotypic plasticity in tree species [14,34]. Here, we used a large translocation experiment to investigate local adaptation in European beech seedlings in three widely separated regions in Germany. The performance of beech seedlings originating from six different populations within the regions was assessed by analyzing plant survival and plant height increment over 3 years. Biomass or growth rate are often used as surrogates for plant fitness, and especially the size of juvenile trees may be a good predictor of future fitness (viability selection is common for seedlings and hence large plant size is favorable) [35]. In general, the juvenile stage is of major importance for the regeneration of forests and can determine the genetic composition of future stands [12,36]. Due to the climatic differences prevailing in the three regions, we hypothesize that local beech populations are better adapted and show a better performance compared to non-local populations. We further hypothesize that phenotypic plasticity can be detected expressed as different plant height increments of the populations in the three regions. The specific objectives of the study were: (I) To test whether populations show local adaptation, (II) to identify potential population–environment interactions, and to (III) find environmental variables that influence the performance of the beech seedlings in the three regions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Material and Study Design

Seedlings of European beech populations growing at three widely separated regions in Germany were investigated [37,38]. The populations are part of the “Biodiversity Exploratories” project (https://www.biodiversity-exploratories.de/, accessed on 17 December 2020), in which a large number of field plots are jointly investigated by different working groups [39]. The three regions Schorheide-Chorin (SEW), Hainich-Dün (HEW), and Schwäbische Alb (AEW) are located in northeast, central and
southwest Germany, respectively, with ca. 300 km distance between SEW/HEW and AEW/HEW and ca. 600 km distance between SEW and AEW (Figure 2). Within each of these regions, two populations were selected for beechnut collection (in AEW: populations A5 and A8, in HEW: H6 and H10, in SEW: S5 and S9). Thus, in total 6 populations were sampled, of which three are managed (S5, H6 and A5) and three are unmanaged populations (S9, H10 and A8) [38]. Beechnuts were collected in 2011 and germinated in a greenhouse of the department Forest Genetics and Forest Tree Breeding, University of Göttingen, as described in Müller et al. [37]. For two populations (H10 and A5), seeds collected in 2009 were also available and were germinated together with the seeds from 2011. These populations are named H10_09 and A5_09 in the following. In total, 15,930 seedlings were planted out in the three regions for the establishment of a reciprocal translocation experiment in September/October 2012. In each region, 20 plots (19 plots in AEW) were established within a radius of ca. 15 km (SEW), 20.5 km (HEW), and 10 km (AEW). The translocation experiment followed a design as described in Müller et al. [37] for the HEW region. Briefly, in each plot (within a fenced area), 36 individuals per population were planted out in four randomly placed repetitions of nine individuals, leading to a completely randomized design within plots. The plots had a size of ca. 2 × 3 m. Ground vegetation (if any) was removed before planting and during field visits for phenotypic observations. For the A5_09 population, there were not enough seedlings available. Therefore, only 10 plots per region contained seedlings of this population.

Monthly climate data for each plot for the observation period of the experiment (September 2012 to November 2015) was obtained from the Biodiversity Exploratories Instrumentation Project [40]. In total, 24 temperature- and precipitation-related climate variables such as air temperature, soil temperature, soil moisture, and precipitation were used. A full list of climate variables can be found in Table S1. For all climate variables, the means for the observation period of the experiment were calculated. The SEW region revealed the highest monthly mean temperature and lowest monthly mean precipitation (9.5 °C and 42.9 mm, respectively), followed by HEW (7.9 °C and 50.8 mm), and AEW (7.7 °C and 84.2 mm) (Figure 1a,b). For 6 climate variables (precipitation, soil moisture at 10 cm below surface, air temperature 10 cm above surface within the ground vegetation layer, air temperature at 2 m above ground, vapor pressure, and relative air humidity at 2 m above ground), mean values for the vegetation period (April to September in each year) were additionally calculated. A principal component analysis (PCA) based on all climate variables was conducted to reduce the redundancy of the data set and to obtain principal components (PCs). The PCA was conducted using the prcomp function in R v.3.6.3 [41] and visualized using the ggfortify v.0.4.10 R package [42]. In total, 4 plots in the SEW region had to be omitted in the analysis, due to missing data.

2.2. Measurement of Plant Height and Recording of Plant Survival

Plant height of all seedlings was measured in the translocation experiment in all three regions before planting as well as in fall 2014 and 2015. In the HEW region, additional height measurements were conducted in fall 2013 and March 2018. Height was measured to 0.5 cm accuracy from the ground to the beginning of the terminal bud. Seedlings with damaged terminal shoots were excluded from the analysis. Plant increment was calculated by subtracting seedling height at planting from seedling height in 2015 (for HEW also for 2018). Plant survival in the translocation experiment was recorded in all regions in early summer of 2013, 2014, and 2015.
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Figure 1. Monthly mean precipitation (a) and monthly mean temperature (b) over all plots for the observation period of the experiment (September 2012 to November 2015), and (c) separation of the experimental plots of the three analyzed regions based on a PCA of climate data for the observation period of the experiment.

Figure 2. Map of the three study regions in Germany with information on the number of plots within regions. The map was created with SimpleMappr [43].

2.3. Data Analysis

Differences in plant height increment from planting to 2015 among provenances were tested for each region with linear mixed effect models using the lmer function in the lme4 v.1.1-21 R package [44]. In the model, plant height increment was the response variable, populations the fixed effects, and plots and population–plot interactions were random variables (increment~population + (1|plot) + (1|population:plot)). Model performance was evaluated based on diagnostic plots of residuals. Pairwise differences in plant height increment of the provenances were determined using the glht function of the multcomp v.1.4-12 R package [45] with a false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of 0.05. Plant height for each year and region was analyzed accordingly, but since it was strongly correlated with
plant height increment ($\rho = 0.9, p < 0.0001$) the results are only shown in Figure S1. Differences in plant height before planting as well as interactions between regions and populations regarding plant height increment (population–environment interactions) were tested using an ANOVA within R v.3.6.3 [41]. Diagnostic plots of residuals were used to evaluate model performance. Pairwise differences were determined using the glht function described above. Differences in plant height increment over all populations among the three regions (SEW, HEW, and AEW) were determined using the lmer and glht functions described above. In the model, plant height increment was the response variable, region the fixed effect, and plots the random variable (increment~region + (1|Plot)). The coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for plant height increment of each population within each region using the goeveg v.0.4.2 R package [46]. Differences in CV among populations and regions were tested using a Kruskal-Wallis test with multiple comparisons implemented in the pgirmess v.1.6.9 R package [47]. Differences in plant survival of the populations were tested for each region and year using generalized mixed effects models. For this, the glmer function of the lme4 v.1.1-21 R package [44] was applied (survival~population + (1|plot) + (1|population:plot)). Model performance was evaluated based on residual plots generated with the DHARMa v.0.2.7 R package [48]. Pairwise differences in plant survival were determined with the glht function as described above. A similar approach was used to determine differences in plant survival over all populations among regions (SEW, HEW, and AEW). In the generalized mixed effects model (glmer function), plant survival was the response variable, region the fixed effect, and plots the random variable (survival~region + (1|plot)). Figures were created with the ggplot2 v.3.3.0 R package [49]. Interactions between regions and populations regarding plant survival (population–environment interactions) were determined with the glm R function (generalized linear model) and a chi-square test implemented in R v.3.6.3. Model performance was evaluated with the DHARMa v.0.2.7 R package [48]. Correlations between plant survival and plant height increment for all plots as well as for plots within regions were tested using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 implemented in the psych v.1.9.12.31 R package [50]. The same method was used to test for correlations between climate PCs and plant survival and plant height increment.

3. Results

3.1. Climate Variables

The PCA showed that the first three PCs explained 58.04%, 11.58%, and 7.01% of the variance, respectively. PC1 was significantly correlated with several climatic variables, whereby the highest positive correlations were found for temperature-related variables such as air temperature 2 m above ground, vapor pressure, and growing degree days, and moderately negative correlations with precipitation-related climatic variables were found (Table S1). PC2 and PC3 were mainly correlated with climate variables related to more extreme conditions such as maximum and minimum temperature or number of cold days (Table S1). The regions were separated based on the climate data (Figure 1c).

3.2. Plant Height Increment

The mean plant height increment over all populations from planting to 2015 was 24.9 cm for the SEW region, 16.7 cm for HEW, and 13.0 cm for the AEW region. Height increment was significantly different between SEW and AEW ($p < 0.01$) and between SEW and HEW ($p < 0.05$), but not between HEW and AEW. Observed rank changes regarding plant height increment in the three regions (population–environment interactions) were not significant ($p = 0.159$) (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Interaction plot of mean plant height increment in 2015 of the different populations in the three study regions (please note that A5_09 was removed from AEW in the figure, since it is based on approx. half the sample size of the other populations and not significantly different to most populations (see Figure 4 for details), but would create the impression of superior plant height increment in the figure). (Populations from the SEW region: S5 and S9; from HEW: H10, H10_09, and H6; from AEW: A5, A5_09, and A8. For the populations H10 and A5, seeds from 2009 were also available for raising seedlings and are named H10_09 and A5_09, respectively).

Figure 4. Boxplots of plant height increment from planting (2012) to 2015 for the populations in the three study regions. Different letters indicate significant differences among populations. (Populations from the SEW region: S5 and S9; from HEW: H10, H10_09, and H6; from AEW: A5, A5_09, and A8. For the populations H10 and A5, seeds from 2009 were also available for raising seedlings and are named H10_09 and A5_09, respectively).

The coefficient of variation (CV) was significantly higher in the AEW region (mean: 0.619) and SEW region (mean: 0.613) compared to the HEW region (mean: 0.524) (Table S2). CV was not different between AEW and SEW. In addition, differences among populations within regions were not significant.
Mean plant height increment from planting to 2015 ranged from 22.2 cm (S5 population) to 28.3 cm (H10_09 population) in the SEW region, from 14.2 cm (S5 population) to 18.6 cm (H10_09 population) in HEW, and 10.8 cm (H6 population) to 19.1 cm (A5_09 population; note that this value is based on ca. half the sample size of the other populations) in the AEW region (Figure 4). Data were available for height increment from planting to 2018 for the HEW region. There, height increment ranged from 18.6 cm (H10 population) to 24.9 cm (H10_09 population).

3.3. Plant Survival

Plant survival over all populations differed among regions and was 69.4% in SEW, 48.9% in HEW, and 32.5% in AEW in 2015. The differences in survival rates were significant between SEW and AEW as well as between SEW and HEW ($p < 0.0001$ and $p < 0.05$, respectively), but not between HEW and AEW. Rank changes of populations were observed for plant survival in the different regions (Figure 5). These population–environment interactions were highly significant ($p < 0.0001$).

![Figure 5. Interaction plot of mean plant survival in 2015 of the different populations in the three study regions. (Populations from the SEW region: S5 and S9; from HEW: H10, H10_09, and H6; from AEW: A5, A5_09, and A8. For the populations H10 and A5, seeds from 2009 were also available for raising seedlings and are named H10_09 and A5_09, respectively).](image)

Plant survival also differed among populations within regions (Figure 6). Based on ranks, local populations partly showed higher survival rates, but this trend was not significant. In SEW, survival ranged from 98.0% in the S9 population to 90.7% in the A5_09 population in 2013, from 86.9% (S9 population) to 70.3% (A5_09 population) in 2014, and from 76.1% (S5 population) to 55.3% (A5_09 population) in 2015. In the HEW region, it ranged from 94.4% (H10_09 population) to 83.0% (A5 population) in 2013, from 72.6% (A8 population) to 49.3% (A5 population) in 2014, and from 61.4% (A8 population) to 40.3% (A5 population) in 2015. Plant survival of the populations in the AEW region ranged from 96.8% (A8 population) to 85.4% (H10 population) in 2013, from 59.4% (A8 population) to 32.9% (S9 population) in 2014, and from 49.6% (A8 population) to 26.4% (S9 population) in 2015.

![Figure 6. Survival rate of the different populations from 2013 to 2015 in the regions. Different letters indicate significant differences among populations. (Populations from the SEW region: S5 and S9; from HEW: H10, H10_09, and H6; from AEW: A5, A5_09, and A8. For the populations H10 and A5, seeds from 2009 were also available for raising seedlings and are named H10_09 and A5_09, respectively).](image)
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3.4. Correlation Analyses

Overall plots, plant survival was positively correlated with climate PC1 ($\rho = 0.47$) and plant height increment ($\rho = 0.70$). No correlations were found between climate PCs and plant height increment. Within regions, plant survival was positively correlated with plant increment ($\rho = 0.77$) in SEW and in HEW ($\rho = 0.78$). In the AEW region, no significant correlations were detected between plant survival and plant height increment.

4. Discussion

We investigated adaptive patterns of European beech in a large translocation experiment located in three widely separated regions in Germany. We found low population differentiation for plant survival and height increment, and no advantage of local populations. Instead, we found high phenotypic plasticity of the populations. This might help beech to cope with changing environmental conditions, at least in the short term.

4.1. Lack of Local Adaptation

Only low differences in plant height increment and plant survival were detected among populations within the three study regions located in northeast, middle, and southwest Germany. Populations growing in their local environments did not show a better performance (i.e., higher plant increment, higher survival) compared to non-local populations. Looking only at ranks (Figures 5 and 6), there is a tendency of higher survival of local populations. Nevertheless, these differences are not significant and population A8 shows a high survival in all three regions. This lack of clear patterns of local adaptation was unexpected considering the large differences in environmental conditions prevailing in the three study regions. Nevertheless, a lack of adaptation to drought has previously been found in beech populations from the same study regions [23]. In addition, in a previous study no
clear adaptive patterns related to geography were found by analyzing bud burst timing of the same populations as in the present study in the part of the translocation experiment located in the HEW region [37]. Populations originating from different regions partly showed more similar mean bud burst timing than populations from the same region. For European beech, phenotypic plasticity was found to contribute more to trait variation than local adaptation [33], and hence, phenotypic plasticity (see below) might be more important than local adaptation in several regions. European beech shows a strong “natural” dominance in Central Europe, making it highly competitive against other tree species, and it can grow on a variety of different sites [51,52]. This may be partly due to high phenotypic plasticity, potentially leading to lower selective pressure for beech compared to other tree species, and hence, lower population differentiation in adaptive traits.

4.2. Phenotypic Plasticity

Phenotypic plasticity was detected for the analyzed populations, since plant survival and plant height increment differed among the three regions. Only between the AEW and HEW region were the differences not significant. Further, we were also interested in variation within populations, since high within population variation might help populations to adapt to changing environmental conditions [53]. The highest variation within populations measured as coefficient of variation (CV) for plant height increment was detected in the AEW and SEW regions. Nevertheless, CV was not different among populations within regions. Survival rates and plant height increment in the translocation experiment increased along the geographic gradient from the AEW to the SEW region. These results were unexpected, since the performance of drought sensitive beech should have been most constrained in the comparably dry SEW region. A recent study, however, found a surprisingly high tolerance of beech saplings to drought [54]. To investigate the influence of environmental conditions on the performance of the seedlings in the translocation experiment, we obtained climatic variables of the plots over the observation period of the experiment. We found that plant survival was positively correlated with the first climatic principle component (PC1). In contrast to PC2 and PC3, which were mainly correlated with climate variables related to more extreme conditions such as maximum and minimum temperature, PC1 was mainly positively correlated with temperature-related variables such as air temperature at 2 m above ground, vapor pressure, and growing degree days (ρ = 0.94–0.96), and moderately negatively correlated with precipitation-related climatic variables (Table S1). Higher absolute correlation coefficients for temperature-related variables suggest a predominant effect of temperature on survival under moderate drought stress. Correlation analyses between survival and single environmental variables also revealed positive correlations with the temperature-related variables mentioned before (ρ = 0.40–0.41) and a negative correlation with precipitation-related variables (e.g., mean monthly precipitation (ρ = −0.39) and soil moisture at 10 cm below surface (ρ = −0.41); data not shown).

Plant survival was positively correlated with plant height increment. Thus, higher plant growth may lead to better plant survival. Nevertheless, this may just be an effect of the study design, since plant survival and plant height increment showed similar trends along the geographic gradient. Therefore, we also conducted correlation analyses within regions. Plant survival was positively correlated with plant increment in SEW and HEW, but not in AEW. Thus, in the SEW and HEW regions plant growth may have a positive effect on plant survival, while it may not be favorable under the (harsher) conditions in AEW. Nevertheless, based on our study design, a final conclusion remains open.

For two populations (H10 and A5), seedlings raised from seeds collected in 2009 (H10_09 and A5_09) were also planted in the translocation experiment. Thus, a comparison of the performance of seedlings originating from different seed lots was possible. Significant differences were found for plant height increment (H10/H10_09 and A5/A5_09 in SEW and HEW, only H10/H10_09 in AEW). For plant survival, differences were only found for A5/A5_09 in the HEW region. Differences in seedling performance could be due to factors such as maternal effects, epigenetics, or environmental alteration of the mating system [55–57]. Moreover, an effect of seed storage cannot be excluded in
our study. Genetic variation at nuclear microsatellite markers between seed lots, however, was very low (data not shown). When comparing precipitation and temperature in April/May 2009 and 2011 (flowering time of beech), large differences in precipitation and to a smaller extent in temperature become visible. Thus, mean precipitation in the A5 population was 97.7 mm in 2009 and 47.5 mm in 2011 (mean temperature 11.3 °C in 2009 and 11.7 °C in 2011), and 86.6 mm in 2009 and 20.6 mm in 2011 for the H10 populations (mean temperature 11.6 °C in 2009 and 11.8 °C in 2011). Thus, the warmer and especially dryer conditions in 2011 compared to 2009 may have influenced the properties of the different seed generations. An influence of weather conditions on reproductive processes in trees has been shown in other studies. For instance, Picea abies (L.) H.Karst. seedlings from seed lots of a dry and a warm seed year showed differences in bud set timing [58]. In a clonal seed orchard of Pinus tabuliformis Carr., cool and damp weather significantly improved the reproductive synchrony of clones [59].

Although changes in phenotypic responses to the environment were observed for both traits (different plant height increment and survival in the three regions, i.e., phenotypic plasticity), significant population–environment interactions (populations show differences in plasticity [28]) were only detected for plant survival. Thus, predictions about the survival of the beech populations planted away from their local environment are difficult. Nevertheless, since only minor differences were detected among populations for the investigated traits, this may be of minor importance, at least for the studied populations. One exception was the A8 population. This population showed high survival rates in all regions. Previous studies showed that this population was also genetically more differentiated compared to other investigated populations [38,60], and hence, might have a different genetic background, leading to a better performance.

4.3. Study Limitations

One practical limitation of working with trees is that translocation experiments can only be conducted with juvenile plants. It is known that plant height increment can differ between juvenile stages and that stress resistance increases with ontogeny [61,62]. Thus, adaptive patterns observed in seedlings may not be the same as the ones observed in adult trees. Nevertheless, the seedling stage is the most vulnerable phase in the life of trees and traits like plant height increment are a good predictor for the future fitness of the trees [35,63]. In general, the conditions for the seedlings in the experiment seemed to be quite harsh, as indicated by high mortality rates and low plant size after three years. For the region HEW, data for 2018 was also available, which showed that there was only small plant height increment from 2015 to 2018. This might be influenced by the potential start of competition for space of the seedlings in the experiment. Our study is based on plant height and plant survival, and hence, there might be additional factors influencing the performance of the seedlings that were not investigated (e.g., below-ground biomass). Changing climatic conditions may also lead to altered natural disturbance regimes in forests (e.g., insect-climate interactions) [64]. Lavoie et al. [65] found that smaller seedlings of balsam fir and black spruce were less damaged by spruce budworm compared to larger seedlings. Thus, even though plant height increment of tree seedlings may be a good predictor of future fitness, other factors may interfere with this.

5. Conclusions

The high phenotypic plasticity observed in this study might help beech to cope with changing environmental conditions in the future. Nevertheless, increasing drought stress and observed loss of vitality of beech in the last years might cause higher selective pressure, making adaptive changes and/or different provenance choice necessary in the long term. Planting populations like A8 from the current study, which showed high survival rates in all tested environments, could help to create beech forests that can cope with changing environmental conditions. Nevertheless, long-term experiments (provenance tests) would be needed to give reliable recommendations for provenance choice. Future studies may also take advantage of high-throughput sequencing techniques to identify genome-wide variation...
within beech. This variation can be associated with environmental variables and adaptive traits to obtain further insights into the genetic basis of the observed patterns. By also analyzing epigenetic variation, its influence on the observed phenotypic plasticity might be further investigated.
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